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1. Conduct a Data Audit
Understanding the manner in which data enters and flows throughout your business provides the basis of 
any data privacy review.

2. Ringfence Personal Data
Ensure you can identify which of your data is personal, sensitive or anonymous. This helps direct business 
to ensure only the relevant data segments are subject to privacy laws.

3. Review and Update Your Privacy Policy
Review the breadth of your business operations and ensure that the data you collect is reasonable and 
relevant to your activities. Describe where and why you may disclose data including whether you are 
disclosing data overseas. And keep a record of when and how you will be making individuals aware of your 
data notification statement.

4. Inform Customers of Changes
Once you’ve amended your privacy policy, remember to engage with your customers and let them know 
what’s changed. Remember you can inform your customers across different marketing channels. An 
individual who uses the ‘opt-out’ function should be directed to a preference centre, which should help 
customise an individual’s engagement with your business.

5. Update Your Notification Statements
Ensure your notification statement describes why, what type and when you collect data from individuals, 
and from any third parties. 

6. Update ‘Opt-Out’ Statements
Review your opt-out statements as they appear across your marketing channels and ensure they are easy 
and simple to use without cost to the individual.
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To ensure that your business is across the new Australian Privacy Principles, 
ADMA recommends you follow our easy top 10 tips to being privacy ready. 



   

   

7. Develop a Preference Centre
ADMA understands that when individuals elect to ‘opt-out’, they usually like to choose what, when and how 
they are receiving marketing and advertising communications.
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8. Determine if You are Sending Data Overseas
Any likely disclosure of data to an overseas recipient should be captured within your privacy policy and 
notification statement.

9. Have a Data Breach Response Plan
Just in case something goes wrong, it is important to have a quick response plan to quarantine and 
efficiently resolve any issues.

10. Document Your Privacy Practices and Training
After undergoing the above nine steps, ADMA recommends business document their privacy 
implementation practices, what procedures are followed with respect to personal data across marketing 
channels, and which systems are relevant to your collection, holding, use and disclosure of personal data.

ADMA continues to work with its members as they review their data handling practices. If members require 
further discussions about the changes to privacy laws, please book a call 
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